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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK VOTE LOKI
Loki is many things: god, trickster, brother, son, villain, even hero. Now he wants
to add one more title to the list: President of the United States! That's right, the
God of Lies wants to be ruler of the free world! But is this just another scheme?
One fact is certain: With Loki's winning smile and silver tongue on the campaign
trail, this election just got a lot more interesting! He'll soon have the American
people eating out of the palm of his hand, but can would-be President Laufeyson
sway the media? And what will be his response when the heroes of Earth launch
their attack ad? A crisis in Latveria offers Loki the chance to demonstrate his
foreign policy...but surely he wouldn't cause a national catastrophe just for a little
good press? Would he? COLLECTING VOTE LOKI 1-4; MATERIAL FROM
JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY 85, AVENGERS (1963) 300
VOTE LOKI - WIKIPEDIA
Vote Loki is a four-part comic book series published by Marvel Comics from June
2016 to August 2016 as a satire about the 2016 Presidential Election. Loki is
many things -- god, trickster, brother, liar, son, villain, even hero. Now he wants to
add one more thing to the list: President of the United States. This page contains
a list of all the comics included in Vote Loki Vol 1: (2016-2016) (published by
Marvel Comics). If you have found something that is not seen on this page, please
add it to this list. Home » Vote Loki Be sure to read every chapter of Vote Loki at
Readcomicbooksonline.org! Readcomicbooksonline is the best place to read all
and upcoming chapters of Vote Loki online. Loki is many things -- god, trickster,
brother, liar, son, villain, even hero. Now he wants to add one more thing to the
list: President of the United States. Presidential candidate Loki Laufeyson is
finding it hard to roll with the punches of the campaign trail. As if proving his
eligibility isn't hard enough, the media has started the HORRIBLE rumor that his
Super P.A.C. is actually a cult under Loki's control! Plus, the Marvel heroes finally.
Vote Loki was a very interesting book. Although I liked it, it could have been
better. The art was good enough to do the job. Loki was a funny politician in the
story. Vote Loki is a 4 issue Marvel comicbook miniseries that ran as part of the
All-New, All-Different Marvel line from June to September of 2016, based on an
idea of Tom King's, written by Christopher Hastings, with art by Langdon Foss. •
Election Day is upon us and Loki-mania has reached its height! The American
people have spoken and THEY WANT LOKI. • But Nisa's not buying it. She had a
bad feeling about Loki from the get go and she's finally got proof that he's up to no
good. Too bad no one will listen. Several of the escaped gladiators also vote loki,
mostly because they didn't really follow the whole loki-thor dynamic and loki
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summoned a giant flaming magma man to kill a planet, which was pretty cool. that
guy seems to have a handle on stuff. Nisa is the real protagonist of "Vote Loki,"
which is a smart idea. Hastings realizes that the way to make the series work is to
have someone serve as the voice of reason and sanity, and that's clearly not Loki.
Loki is a little piglet with food but requires a limited ingredient diet due to some
food intolerances. He LOVES his special (aka expensive organic limited
ingredient) treats, and I've even seen him on multiple occasions one-paw catch
the treat from mid-air and put it directly in his mouth. Written by Christopher
Hastings. Art by Paul McCaffrey and Chris Chuckry. Cover by Tradd Moore.
Presidential candidate Loki Laufeyson is finding it hard to roll with the punches of
the campaign trail. NOTE: This article contains SPOILERS for "Vote Loki"
#1-4-Any western citizen knows that running a country's government and getting
elected to the position are two completely different challenges. VOTE LOKI is a
clever joke - of COURSE Loki, god of lies, would jump at the chance to enter an
American presidential race, where deception, trickery, and smarts is the name of
the game.
VOTE LOKI (2016) #1 | COMICS | MARVEL.COM
Read Vote Loki Issue #1 comic online free and high quality. Unique reading type:
All pages - just need to scroll to read next page. Vote Loki by Christopher
Hastings, Langdon Foss, Jack Kirby, Walt Simonson Loki is many things: god,
trickster, brother, son, villain, even hero. Now he wants to add one more title to
the list: President of the United States! Being released on the back end of 2016,
Vote Loki has taken inspiration from the 2016 US election. Through Loki it
explores sensationalism of candidates, with Loki telling people what people want
to hear instead of having an actual policy. Vote Loki will probably be a comedic
standalone miniseries with no relation to the rest of the Marvel Universe.
(Because otherwise Marvel would have to justify Angela's decision to leave Hel
and. But Vote Loki? Is an underwhelming disappointment that says nothing new
neither about politics nor about Loki. It felt like a -bad- comedy sketch, and I
honestly have no plans to read the remaining issues. The Story. Presidential
candidate Loki Laufeyson is finding it hard to roll with the punches of the
campaign trail. As if proving his eligibility isn't hard enough, the media has started
the HORRIBLE rumor that his Super P.A.C. is actually a cult under Loki's control!
Loki is a fictional character appearing in American comic books published by
Marvel Comics.Created by writer Stan Lee, scripter Larry Lieber and penciller
Jack Kirby, a version of the character first appeared in Venus #6 (August 1949).
Vote Loki #1 3 06.17.16 Greg McElhatton Comic Reviews Christopher Hastings
and Langdon Foss' "Vote Loki" #1 finds the god of lies running for office, but this
debut issue never quite clicks into place. The premise of the Vote Loki series may
seem familiar. A political parvenu with dubious credentials and no concrete
policies swings huge swaths of the electorate by telling them exactly what they
want to hear, which every supporter interprets to bolster their own prejudices. The
Story. Loki is many things — god, trickster, brother, liar, son, villain, even hero.
Now he wants to add one more thing to the list: President of the United States.
Seen from the perspective of political journalist Nisa Contreras, Vote Loki is a
quirky piece of political satire cleverly (but not completely) disguised as a
superhero (OK, supervillain) comic. If elected, Loki won't be the first comic
character to become President of the United States, of course. Read Vote Loki
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Comic Online. oki is many things -- god, trickster, brother, liar, son, villain, even
hero. Now he wants to add one more thing to the list: President of the United
States. Vote Loki #1 is a story well-suited for today's political climate and current
Marvel Comics continuity, as it draws power from one and shows respect for the
other in its characterization of the titular god.
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